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___________________________________________________________________________________ 

NOTE: ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS. MARKS ARE INDICATED AGAINST EACH QUESTION. 

                                                                  PART-A 

01. Define Statistics.           (01) 

02. ---deals with economic activities as a whole.       (01) 

03. Which of the following indicates the study of Statistics?      (01) 

a) Collection  of data  b) presentation of data  c) analysis of data  d) all 

04. Data collected for the first time from source of origin is called:      (01) 

a) Primary    b) secondary    c) internal   d) external   

05. Which of the following is a merit of a good questionnaire?      (01) 

a) Difficulty  b) less no of questions  c) not in proper order   d) invalid questions  

06. ----is collected from published sources.         (01) 

a) Primary    b) secondary    c) ordinary   d) all 

07. What are the sources of data?          (01) 

08. Define quota sampling.           (01) 

09. Census method needs less no of enumerators. (true/false)     (01) 

10. Sampling is comparatively less expensive. (True/False)      (01) 

11. Write the characteristics of Statistics.         (03) 

12. What ate the sources of Secondary data?         (03) 

13. Discuss the subject matter of Statistics.         (04) 

14. Distinguish between census and sample methods.       (04) 

15. List out the qualities of a good questionnaire.        (04) 



16. Discuss the advantages of Index Numbers.        (06) 

17. Calculate Median from the following data.        (06) 

Wage Rate 0-10 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 

No. of Workers 22 38 46 35 20 

 

PART-B 

18. Economic problem arises due to……         (01) 

  a) Unlimited wants   b) limited means   c) alternative uses   d) all 

19. Define Micro Economics?         (01) 

20. ---is driven by forces of demand and supply.        (01) 

21. Slope of Production Possibility curve is----.        (01) 

  a) Convex    b) concave    c) straight line   d) none 

22. What is meant by Utility? (01) 

23. Total Utility increases when Marginal Utility -----.       (01) 

24. MRS stands for-----.           (01) 

25. The Law of demand doesn’t apply to -------goods.       (01) 

26. Pepsi and Coke are an example of ------goods.        (01) 

27. What is Price discrimination?          (01) 

28. What is meant by Production function?         (03) 

29. How are AC and MC related?          (03) 

30. Write the features of Perfect Competition Market?       (04) 

31. Explain the conditions of Producer’s Equilibrium?       (04) 

32. Discuss the Law of Supply with the help of assumptions.      (04) 

33. How is Price determined in Perfect Competition?      (06) 

34. State the Law of Diminishing Marginal Utility using a suitable diagram.    (06) 
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